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Restaurants note
effects of boycott
By LOU COVEY
The national meat boycott has
shown its effect in drastic declines in
meat sales. Butchers and meat
packers are being laid off in great
numbers and ranchers are holding
back cattle.
However, the managers of the
various restaurants in the San Jose
area are, for the most part, elated.
Their sales are either holding steady
or on the rise.
"We’re selling more filet (of fish),"
said Mark Christensen, manager of
the McDonalds on San Carlos. "It is
up by almost one-fourth. Hamburger
sales are down very littleless than
a 20th."
Dave Keck, the manager of the
lack -in-the Box, also on San Carlos,
concurs with Chtlstensen. "We’re
selling about 60 per cent more fish."
Keck admits his total volume is
down slightly, "but not enough to
worry about."
Both managers think the sudden
change in the weather may have
something to do with the change in
sales. However. Christensen claims
his total volume is up while Keck’s is
down.
Both also believe women are the
main reason for the rise in fish
sandwich sales saying they seem to
be the people buying fish. "Most of
the men are sticking with hamburger," said Christensen.
A quick check at the San Carlos
Street MacDonald’s, during the lunch
hour, showed business really was
quite good.
"I’ve been boycotting meat for the
past month," said E.W. Hogue,
musician, "but it is driving me crazy.
I gotta have a hamburger now and
then."
Nancy Gifford, a Public Relations
major, claimed she doesn’t eat much
meat anyway, as she munched on a
cheeseburger. "My mother buys the
groceries," she said, "and she tries to
keep a lot of cholesterol out of our
diets."
Dave Vivit. Chemistry major,
observed the boycott by buying one
of the fish sandwiches,"but at home I
eat what’s on the table," he confessed.
A waitress at the Spartan House
claimed sales of meat dishes and
meat pizzas are down. "People are
coming in and asking ’What do you
have that doesn’t have meat in it?"
But the Spartan House’s volume does
not seem to be affected.
Mike Bradford, the manager of the
Spaghetti Factory on N. San Pedro,
stated "There has been a definate increase in sales of spaghetti with non meat sauces." Bradford estimated the
increase is around 20-25 per cent.
However, he said his total sales are
up slightly and attributed it mostly to
the weather, "Although the strike
may have something to do with it."
The manager at the Howard
Johnson restaurant, 5405 Stevens
Creek, doesn’t think the boycott has
had a very big effect on them. He said
it runs "a lot of specialsall-youcan-eat sort of thingsclam dinners
and fish.
On those nights we seem to be
having more people...but I don’t think
we’ll see anything until later next

week."
Dave Smith, manager of the Kentucky Fried Chicken Franchise, 552
Santa Clara, seemed to be the hap
piest of all the managers. "Oh the
boycott has helped me a lot. We’(
had a real good week...sales are up
around 10 per cent."
But the places that should have
been affected the most are the steak
houses and restaurants that
specialize in beef products.
"I don’t think the boycott has
affected us at all," said Patty Trent at
the Bold Knight restaurant
(advertised as "The Cattlemen’s Restaurant")
She ought to knowshe’s the
hook kit’

U.S. closes
deport case;

Iranian stays
By BRAD BOLLINGER
The U.S. Immigration and
Naturalization Service (INS) has
halted its efforts to deport Iranian
student Babak Zahraie. In a reversal
of its position, it granted the
University of Washington student an
application for permanent U.S.
resident status.
According to Bahram Atai, also .i
University of Washington student
and member of the Zahraie defense
committee, charges of "subversive
conduct," going to Canada without a
visa and not being a "bona fide"
student were dismissed against
Zahraie March 30 by a Washington
D.C. immigration court.
Calling the dismissal of the charges
"a major victory for thousands of
foreign students," Atai said he was
"surprised" when the INS granted
Zahraie an application for resident
status.
Zahraie, who recently married an
American citizen, is now eligible for
permanent U.S. citizenship in five
years.
According to Atai, Zahraie, who
has been active in a nationwide
tuition rollback campaign, will take a
vacation from political activity.
In
a
typewritten
statement,
Zahraie said the INS’s failure to
deport him represents a step forward
in the foreign student campaign to establish full democratic rights for
foreign students.
"My victory is an example to
foreign students across the United
States of how to stand up and fight
back against the INS’s intimidation,
harassment, and victimization of
outspoken
foreign
politically
students," Zahraie said.
However, Atai noted foreign
students are still faced with high
tuition.
Across the nation, San Jose State
University included, foreign student
tuition has been raised. At SJSU.
foreign students pay $1110 a year, a
tuition increase of 400 per cent since
November 1970.

Anderaggen

David Ogata contemplates this cold, cruel world
while sitting on a 300 pound "ice chair." The ice is a
project of an Advanced Design class. "conceptual
art," 2,,ti Ogata is a participant in an ice-sitting
contest.

Bill proposed
to change fees
By JACKIE EASLEY
ada GAIL SHIOMOTO
First of three parts
A proposal now under consideration by the California state
legislature for the funding of instruct tonally related activities (IRA) may
drastically change the present
funding procedure at San Jose State
I niversity.
Assembly Bill 159, introduced by
Assemblyman Ray E. Johnson, R Chico, will abolish mandatory
student body organization fees at all
state colleges and
California
universities.
The bill, introduced to the
legislature Jan. 24, 1973, has been
referred to the Committee on
Education. It is expected to reach the
committee later this month.
As stated, the bill "prohibits imposition of any mandatory student
body organization membership fee"
.ind "limits the amount of voluntary
membership fee to an aggregate
amount not to exceed $20 per
academic year."
Activities included under IRA funding are athletics, drama, communications media and the music
department, as well as the Associated Student Program Board.
birth control clinic, Experimental
College, the legal aid service, campus
consumer services, A.S. Recreation
Hoard and Housing Office.
According to A.S. Pres. Dennis
King, passage of 159 would mean an
f.nd to student government at SJSU.
"If this bill is passed, it will make
unding of student government
unstable, and funds would come only
from those students who choose to
pay the optional fee," he said.
"Student government needs a
source of constant income to draw up
budgets for student activities. Our
programs will die if they are not
funded." he added.
IRA funding comes largely from
A.S. fees, said King. The now mandatory fee of $10 is included in the
$82 fee paid by full-time students
each semester.
Of the $82, $59 goes towards a
materials and services fee, $3 to
facility fees, $10 to Student Union

Harris and Paul Lambertended
their 14 -week run last weekend.
Lambert said, "We’re the fall guys
for the Nixon administration trying
to exercise prior censorship. They’re
censoring just by threatening to
investigate."
"The FCC is regulating by lifted eyebrow." said Dr. Wayne R.
Whitaker, assistant professor of
journalism and advertising at San
Jose State University. The stations
fear the waves, so they do not
challenge the FCC, he said.
"No one is chaining anyone to their
radios," Whitaker said, "They do not
have to listen to anything that
offends them."
The sex -talk shows are a service to
their audiences, according to
Whitaker. "They give people a chance
to talk about their problems."
It would be a different situation in
a small, isolated community, he said.
were two radio
"If there
stationsone El sex talk show and the
other musicthe FCC might have an
issue."
However, there are 26 AM stations,
44 FM stations and 16 TV stations in
the Bay Area.
multiplicity of
this
"With
offerings," Whitaker said, "the move
by the FCC sets a dangerous trend. If
It is sex shows this month, what will
it be next month?"

According to Mrs. Kaney. the bill
originated when a dispute over fund
use at Chico State Uni
prompted students to vn’,:e complaints with ;unnsoni office.
Seven members of the student
government organization on the
Chico campus sent $1200 in student
budgeted funds to aid in the
rebuilding of a hospital in Vietnam.
"The veterans on campus blew up,
claiming this was a charitable act
that spelled treason." Mrs. Kaney
said. "We had many, many complaints."
Mrs. Kaney stated the intent of
A.B. 159 is to force student
government organizations to offer
students
"something
for
their
money."
According to King, "In actuality,
you are cutting the heart out of
student government by making the
fee optional year to year. person to
person. You are affecting not just
Chico, but the entire system."
However, Mrs. Kaney believes that
voluntary funding would force financial dispersal groups of the student
bodies "into shaping up and offering
programs that the students want."
Mrs. Kaney stated she does not feel
Johnson is "being punitive at all" in
authoring the bill. "If the bill passes
and the fees are made voluntary," she
said, "the individual students in the
schools that have programs covered
by these funds will pay if they want
to continue those activities. If the
students aren’t interested in those activities, why should they have to
fund them?"
See page 3

Possible education code violations

Students target of form letters barrage
By PAUL STEWART
and ED SESSLER
"Dear Mr. Stewart:
As a junior at Cal. State Univ., you have qualified, we’re pleased to announce, for a Chevron National Travel Card..."
These are the opening lines of a form letter similar to those that have
besieged thousands of students at San Jose State University.
Credit card solicitation by mail may be a nuisance, but it isn’t illegal. How
the names and addresses of students are obtained by these companies,
however, may be in violation of the California Education Code.
Section 22504.5 of the Code says departments or employees of those
departments in the state college and university system may not make
available listings of students enrolled in those institutions. This is regardless
of the purpose, but especially if it’s solicitation.
Standard Oil officials said their mailings are sent through the Dart Computer Center in North Hollywood. Pat Falange, of Dart’s sales department,
denies the information was obtained from the university, claiming the data
was obtained from sources outside the university system.
Falange explains process
"rhese lists were put together from about 12 different sources," he noted.

Credit information, fraternity lists and city directories are all possible
sources of information which can be correlated by Dart’s IBM 36065 computer, he pointed out.
"Its not a big brother type operation." he continued, "but chances are that if
you ever subscribed to a magazine or applied for credit, then you are probably
on our list."
However. two students claim the university is the only possible source of
the information. Judy Garcia, director of theConsumer Switchboard which
handles consumer complaints on this campus, said the application she
received listed her as Judy S. Garcia. The university is the only place that has
her middle initial listed as S. and not A.
Alan Ahlstrand, a journalism major at SJSU complained his credit card application had his street misspelled the same way it was misspelled on his
registration packet.
Data release illegal
A memorandum concerning SJSU policy on student records, dated Sept. 13.
1967: reads: "No information beyond that which may be given by phone shall
be released without approval of the student."
See page 3

Rebellion against ’conventional’ midterm

Art students paint classroom walls

Two sex talk shows
suspended by the FCC
Two KENIO-TV sex -talk shows
have been suspended because the
Federal Communication Commission
is investigating allegedly obscene
radio and TV programs.
According to an article in the San
Francisco Chronicle, Channel 20
operations manager Larry Sturges
said, "We’re a little chicken of the
FCC. At this point, you’re dumb if
you’re not."
The FCC investigation implies it
could lift the license of any station
that violates the FCC’s rules. In response to this, the pioneer sex -talk
radio show, "Feminine Forum," in Los
Angeles is also being suspended.
On the other hand, Don
Chamberlain’s "California Girls"
show, from Oakland’s KNEW, will be
broadcast as before.
"Metromedia (KNEW) intends to
fight the war," Sturges said. "They
have big guns; let them fight it."
The two KEMO-TV shows. "All
About Sex" and "Swingle Scene,"
were late-night weekend shows.
Their optimum reception fell roughly
within a circle running through La
Selva Beach, Stockton, Santa Rosa
and the Parallones.
"We blast hell out of those seagulls,
though," Struges said.
According to the Chronicle, the two
by Whitney
showsco-produced

maintenance. and $10 to the Associated Student fee.
More than 1138, optional
King said A.B. 159 will make A.S.
fees not exceeding $20 per academic
year optional for each individual
student. If a student does not wish to
pay the $10 fee, he will not have to
under the provisions of the bill.
Kaney,
Mrs. Dorothy
administrative assistant to Johnson,
said the intent of the bill is exactly as
it reads: "to make student fees voluntary rather than mandatory."

By BRUCE jEWETT
Iwo students in the San Jose State
University Art Department rebelled
against taking conventional midterm exams by painting their
classroom’s walls, last Thursday
afternoon.
Tom Moxleg, 28, and Mark Gianassi, 22, graduate students, were held
responsible for the mural that eventually seven to ten other students
participated in. Both were invited to
hose and scrape off the approximate
50 gallons of acrylics in Room 139.
"We decided to express our feelings
about 20th Century art." Moxleg
said. "There’s a lot of walls around
here that need to be painted."
"We’ve got to get a more creative
environment here." Gianassi said.
"Painting walls won’t do all of it.
People have just got to get involved,
especially ingot away from mid-term
situations."
Moxleg added. "We wanted to get
involved. We didn’t just want to sit
around being artsy-fartsy."
Mrs. Kathleen Cohen, chairman of
the Art Department, did not seem to
share the students’ enthusiasm.
"I do wish they chose another wall
to make their statement. That wall
served as a projeCtion screen." she
said.

Tom Mokleg and Mark Glanasse, both graduate students in the Art Department
stand before their "feelings about 20th Century art.- Eventually several other
students helped them, but Moxleg and Gianassi had to clean it up

Mrs. Cohn agreed the walls needed
"something" but said "I wish
students were more aware of rip-oil..
Most students do not want to hang
their work where it might get stolen."
She said thefts of student work
have a . s:rt, .1.

KSJS needs funding
KSJS must be preserved.
It must be fundedbut
funded by a source which
will exercise no editorial
control.
The campus FM radio
station, described as a
"sinking ship" by just resigned student director
Brian Prows, appears
headed for its grave unless
a viable plan is worked out
which will both ensure the
station of adequate funding and editorial
independence.
At present, the station’s
fate is in limbo.
The campus Communications Board, as a
result, is exploring
alternatives which will
provide KSJS with both
financial security and
editorial freedom.
One proposal, made by
board chairman Dr. John
Wettergreen of the
Science
Political
Department, would be to
auction off the station to
the highest bidder among
the various departments of
the school.
designated
The
department, then, would
control the station and sell
air time to any other
department or outside
source which wished to
use it.

Guesi
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Editorial

The flaw with this idea
is obvious.
With one department in
charge, a monopoly of the
news would be sure to
sprout. KSJS news would
become, say, Biology
Department news rather
than campus-wide news.
alternative
Another
would be to sell the station
to an off-campus source.
Lorenzo Milan of KTA0FM, 95.3, has offered
$25,000 for a share-time
agreement.
This, we believe, is
undesirable.
The station should be
kept on campus.
The Daily therefore calls
upon the San Jose State
University administration
to fund the station.
KSJS is a class. Student
receive
personnel
academic credit just as any
other student enrolled in a
history class does.
The station’s financial
support,
consequently,
should come from the administration.
We urge the administration to look at the
fate of KSJS and come to
the obvious solution. It
must be funded as any
other class and be free of
editorial. control.
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San Jose politics of incumbency
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Tomorrow San lose voters will
choose from 36 candidates for
lour seats on the City Council.
Candidates receiving over 50 per
cent of the vote on Tuesday are
officially elected. If no candidate
tor a particular seat gets over 50
per cent a run-off election must be
held in June. Only the race for
Council Seat 5 (for which there is
no incumbent) is likely to
produce a runoff.
There are seven candidates for
Seat Number 4, which is currently occupied by Roy Naylor.
Naylor was appointed to fill a
vacancy on the City Council in
1971. He should have no trouble
.
winning without a run-off.
The incumbent for Seat 6 is
David Goglio, first elected in
1969. Goglio is being seriously
challenged by Jim Self, although
it is doubtful that Self can force a
run-off.
Al Garza, appointed to Seat 7 in
1971, also seems likely to win on
Tuesday with no run-off, despite
a moderately strong challenge by
James Baron.
So the incumbents will
probably win on April 10 without
facing a run-off election. Why are
they so certain of victory? Perhaps it’s the outstanding job of

_Dr. Terry Christensen
governing that they’ve done
during their tenure in office.
Perhaps.
Having been in office has given
them the opportunity to cultivate
the support of particular groups,
through doing favors, through
their votes on issues, and through
public statements. Visitors to
Council Chambers in recent months have seen a last minute rush
to get the support of groups
appearing before the Council.
Goglio and Garza have been
particularly obvious in their
scrambling.
Perhaps more important than
the currying of support from
particular groups is the fact that
have
incumbents
the
demonstrated to the satisfaction
of most people and groups
interested in city politics (in-

cluding the city employees and
the Mercury -News) that they are
safe. They won’t "rock the boat."
None of them constitutes even a
slight threat to the status quo of
San Jose politics.
Incumbents also have the advantage of access to information
about city government that their
opponents lack. They seem more
not
more
knowledgeableif
thoughtfulto the average voter.
factorsthe
actual
These
positions taken by the Councilpersonsare unknown to most
voters, however. Many will cast
their ballots on the basis of such
simple and superficial factors as
name recognition. This is a great
boon for the incumbents and a
great barrier to the challengers.
The advantages of incumbency
can be overwhelming.
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Victimless crimes-who do they hurt?
31erritt Clifton
"Crime could be licked," my
bar-room buddy asserted, "it only
the cops didn’t have to worry
about victimless crime."
I downed my beer. "Name five
victimless legal crimes."
-Fornication, cunnilingus,
fellatio, adultery..."
"Adultery? Say I have a wife,
and say she gets herself knocked
up by some other man. I’m legally
stuck for eighteen years of child
support on somebody else’s kid
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Anti -adultery laws may not help
me, but at least I get a crack at
revenge. Which, like it or not, is
simple justice."
"Drinking under age, smoking
dope..."
"No need for drinking
lawshalf the civilized world
doesn’t have ’em, the half with the
least drinking problems to be
exact. Dope, though, is another
story. I come from Berkeley, man.
I grew up with dopeand
everybody I know used it more
than once or twice went on to
acid, horse..."
We didn’t resolve that one. Nor
have the medics.
"Gambling..."
"The house always has the
edge, and that always leaves the
players victims in the long run.
Willful ’victims, but victims
nevertheless. The law shouldn’t
try fighting human stupidity?"
"Suicide..."
"Prosecuting for suicide, or
even attempted suicide is admittedly absurd. But suppose
you’re a cop, and suppose you
know some guy’s hanging himself
in his room. You can’t knock
down the door and save himand
you know most suicides really
want savedunless you’re acting
at his own direct request or stopping an actual crime in progress.
If you do anyway, you could be
breaking and entering, searching

without a warrant, and the courts
know what all. It’s that anti suicide statute gives you the lifepreserving loophole."
"Okay, prostitution, licensed
and taxed, of course."
"I can oppose this on moral
grounds only. There’s no
guarantee that legal prostitution
would be the same vicious
racket it is outlawed, but in any
event no other common human
action so far opposes the human
ideals of love and sensitivity."
"Statutory rape..."
"Say your young daughter gets
pregnant, or your young son gets
clap. Guess who foots the bills.
And are minors really all that
ready for sex in the first place?"
"Sodomy, they call it."
"First off, it’s often cruelty to
the animals involved, and second
off, did you know that about
eighty per cent of all sheep are immune carriers of gonorrhea?"
"Pornography..."
"Sureif you can keep it away
from minors."
"Pinball under eighteen."
I allowed it for fivefive truly
victimless crimes, of which only
drinking under age is commonly
taken to court. The others might
as well be legalized for all that
they’re prosecuted, or they hurt
other than consenting parties, but
victimless they certainly aren’t.
Think about it.

Good Morning, America

Darkness obscures the light
,...11...11.611.1

Scott Powell was one of the
Deities who let there be light in
the Avalon, Fillmore, Winterland,
Carousel, and Fillmore West
ballrooms. He was part of San
Francisco’s cultural renewal and
now mourns a dead art; the
ballroom light show.
"What we did," Scott, 23, a
psych major here, said, "was
create and paint with light. We
worked with a live audience and
our work, of course, had to be
spontaneous. At most, our
creations lasted a minute or two."
His group was Temporary Optics, formed in 1967 by five high
school seniors. The fledglings
received their baptism of light in
high school and recreation center
gyms of San Mateo County.
During that time San Francisco’s
ballrooms were the domains of

Bruce Jewett

such outfits as Headlights, and
North Americannibis Alchemical
Company.
"We’d go to the city," Scott
recalled, "and watch our gods at
work. To them we were Those
Kids From the Suburbs. They
were older and knew their way
around. They were in on the first
wave of the San Francisco renaissance. We were the second wave.
By the time the third came
around, we were in cut-throat
competition with our former
gods."
Temporary Optics subsisted
for a long time on fees barely
covering, and often not at all.
their production costs. Their first
overhead projectors were made of
wood, cardboard and discarded
lenses.
The show went on to play in

Letters to the Editor
Viewing humanity
Editor:
The naivete and idealism of
t he "End the Verbal War" letter
to the editor in the April 5,
1973, issue of the Spartan
Daily captured my interest. I
write not to condemn the
United States. North Vietnam.
the Spanish Inquisition nor the
writer of the article. Rather, I’d
like to offer a few thoughts
regarding humanity in general.
Superficial "solutions" to
0 verbal or physical warfare
never solve the problems and
represent anything
, rarely
i other than confused comor
promises. Warverbal
iotherwiseis a glorified and
natural slate which is not con-

trary to man’s nature. Man
deludes himself by believing
he is seeking his greatest good
through verbal and physical
conflict. He believes himself
justified, cleansed, and even
avenged for past ill-defined
wrongs that he suffered.
He benefits psychologically
for through conflict he releases
the building frustrations that
accompany the daily task of
living. He foments and
perpetuates wars which will
not end until man is extinct.
Man is and always will be an
arguing, selfish, violently inclined creature who rarely sees
the humanity of "the other
side" when he is socially,
economically, or physically
warring against.
Peggy DiCoio

One-sided opinion
Editor:
I wish to state for the record,
that my only purpose in
writing my letter to Ted James,
was to present a one-sided
against
another one-sided
view. I believe I was
successful. Our letters offset
one another.
To respond to you, Mr. Zappulls, I do not deny that there
were atrocities committed on
the South Vietnamese side as
well as the North. However, I
shall continue to support
America, even if at times it
means choosing the lesser of
two evils.
As for the "noble minority of
Americans" you mention, if

An Indian, old and crushed, his
skin tough, wrinkled and aged in
the sun like the animals he once
lived alongside, sits in an archaic
adobe house on a reservation.
His head, once held high, nods
limply. Some say it is filled with
idle tales of his youth; lies that his
father and grandfather spoke
because their’s was a hard and
foolish time.
His eyes which oncesawclearly
what other men only dreamed of,
fill with tears as he watches his
grandchildren forsake his ways
for the glamour of the city. With
them dies the last of the tribe’s
pride.
His gnarled hands move
nervously. Problems are always
worse when one can do nothing to
solve them.
He sits, waiting for someone t
come and listen to stories of his
heritage. But the children hear
enough stories in the White man’s
school about how Pocahontas
saved John Smith, and how the
White man saved the Indian from
savagery.
The White man, fat and lazy,
sits in his reclining chair in his
new home, surrounded day in and
day out with comfort. Rolls of
pink fat encircle his face and
neck. He watches a detective
show on his color television.
These are hard days for him. He
commutes 25 miles a day to work
and back, and his evening arrival
at home is greeted with a cold TV
dinner and bitter coffee.
The White man fingers a can of
beer nervously, waiting for the
bad guy to get killed. "Won’t these
kids ever shut up?" He gives them
everything he ever wanted when
he was a kid.
"Now those were good times,"
he thinks. "The family together,
singing around the piano,
Grandpa telling tales..."
The Indian and the Anglo, both
were once proud.
Cris Wanek
All signed articles on the
Daily Forum page reflect only
the opinion of the individual
writer. Editorials represent the
majority opinion of the
editorial board.
Readers are invited to write
letters to the editor. For quick,
full publication, letters should
be short, preferably one
typewritten page, doublespaced on a 55-space line.

they are indeed "noble"
Americans. they should stand
up and cry out for equal
representation of both sides of
an issue. Only then can truth
and fairness be brought to the
fore.
David Binger

Alternative school
Editor:
Alternative education! A
new idea to you? Or maybe
something you already have
ideas about. Whatever
alternative education may
mean to you, have you ever had
the opportunity to attend a
meeting to learn or express
your ideas about it? If not, you
do now.
A meeting has been

scheduled on April 16 at
Northern California Savings
Bank, 1725 Saratoga Ave. at
7:30 p.m. by Wedgewood
Alternative School. Come and
some educational
explore
alternatives with people who
are presently involved in
creating an alternative school.
Get involved in making your
own decisions as to what is
valuable education.
Find out about the
alternative schools in the area.
Find out if Wedgewood
Alternative School has
something to offer you and
your children.
If you have any questions
regarding this meeting, call
Don Hadlock al 377-6400 (area
code 408).
John Menard

The City. They accompanied
almost every major rock, blues,
and country group that ever came
from or passed through San Francisco.
Scott marks the high point
when Temporary Optics was one
of three shows to simultaneously
play the Palace of Fine Arts in a
three-day festival.
"An average amount of space to
project onto for one show is about
2,000 square feet," Scott said.
With the other two shows,
Garden of DeLights and
Headlights, we covered over
9,000 square feet...we alone had
20 projectors."
The low point was at Lake
Berryessa. "Our willingness to do
odd jobs ended there. Our
overheads had 1,000 watts and
were just covered with insects.
The bugs got into the color dishes
and upset the chemical balance,
turning it black. The wind tore
our color wheels into shreds and
knocked down our screens. It was
an all around disaster for us."
Bay Area rock culture’s decline
can be traced to the closing of
Avalon and Fillmore. So can the
decline of Temporary Optics
when they lost $600 the Avalon
owed.
"Like a lot of other shows,"
Scott said, "we were awfully
weak in management."
With the closing of ballrooms,
and the short-lived Light Show
Guild, light shows dissipated
into darkness.
"There was no way to go but
down," Scott said. "But we left
our imprint. Some can do lights
for TV plays or classical dance.
But the ballroom light show is
extinct. We were tied to rock
music and still cannot make the
break. We’re gone in the same
sense Haight-Ashbury is dead
and gone."
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U.S., world guilty says Ehrlich

Environs progress slowed
lake Whitaker and Baxter for
profitting at telling lies to put
the campaign down.
lie referred specifically to
the coast initiative on the last
statewide ballot.
Ehrlich further hit the rich
and powerful in this country.
"If you want to sterilize
somebody important," to help
the cause of the environment,
"sterilize a Kennedy," he said.
The author of "The
Population Bomb." the 1988
book that brought Ehrlich and
the world population problem
to the forefront of world attention, said in his statement
about "a Kennedy," that
population control is for
everyone, not only for the
poor.
As long as we have a society
that has wealth distribution
-like some South American
banana colonies," he said it
would be hard to keep world
population down. He referred
to the U.S.
The
overpopulation
problem as described by
Ehrlich, was a "skeleton in
everyone’s closet." He said the
skeleton was that people are
still concerned that they are
going to be "outbreeded" by
other racial groups.
He sighted the American
Black, the Irish religion
African
problem, and the
tribal conflicts as creating

By WARREN HEIN
being done
is
about the real critical
problems in the United States
or the world."
These were the words of Dr.
Paul Ehrlich, Stanford
University biologist and
ecologist, speaking before a
crowd of 300 members and
guests of the Western Region
Conference on Planned
Parenthood at Rickey’s Hyatt
House in Palo Alto.
Ehrlich blasted vested
interests in his speech titled
"Is the sky still fallingr for
endown
keeping
sound
vironmentally
programs in this country and
blamed advertising agencies
Nothing

1;1
sea

sm.

Ehrlich blasts "vested interests" in ecology programs

Students, faculty vs council

Conflict over grade tradition
By GERALD CURTIS
Students and faculty are in
conflict with Academic Council over the non-traditional
grading policy it passed.
This year, the council
proposed a moderate change in
the traditional grading policy.
It mandated that "A -B-C-D-F
shall be the basic grading
policy at California State
University, San lose," except
in:
Field work.
Theses, projects, individual studies, or directed
reading.
Internships.
Course credit received by
challenge examination.
Students do not support the
policy.
"This is what it almost is
now. Rather than a policy on
non-traditional grading, it is
almost a continuation on the
policy of traditional grading,"
said AS. Pres. Dennis King.
He does not support the
policy.
In May of last year, a poll
was given in the student body
elections, asking students if
they favored credit/no credit
IC/NC) grades. Of the 3.160
students who voted, 2,862
favored

C/NC

and

298

opposed.

Faculty v. Admin.
The faculty is in conflict
with the administration over
the non-traditional grading.
In April of last year, the

laculty and administration
were polled by the instruction
and research policy committee
of the Academic Council. Dr.
George Moore was chairman.
The total response was "453
faculty from 41 departments"
(approximately 40 per cent).

No single grading system
received anything close to 50
per cent majority.

A combination of grading
alternatives were most
favored over any single
grading system. The most
favored was a combination of
A-B-C-NC with C/NC as a
grading system.
The vote was as follows:
145 for A-B-C-NC with
C/NC. (The old plan)
117 for A-B-C-D-F. C/N,
with A-B-C-NC.
105 for A-B-C-D-F.
23 for A-B-C-D-F withCNC. (The new plan)
14 for A-B-C -D-F with AB-C-NC.
the present
10 for
grading system.
Last spring, the Academic
Council endorsed a policy of
A-B-C-NC with the option of
taking CNC, based on this
data.
That semester, the grading
policy never reached
Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke’s
office for final approval.
It stopped at Pres. John H.
Bunzel’s office and was
referred back to the Academic
Council for further study.

Almost a year later, a
moderate plan is replacing it.
New data?
In November, seven months
later another poll showed an
opposite point of view.
The faculty and administration were polled, this
time by Richard E. Whitlock,
of undergraduate
dean
studies.
According to his poll, 117
were against the plan to take
the two grading systems A -BC-NC and C/NC, and termed
low key" by Dean Whitlock.
As an alternative, Dean
Whitlock said "The university
should adopt two grading
systems: A -B -C -D -F and
Credit/No Credit."

There is a conflict between
the April and November polls.
Compared to last April’s
faculty poll, Dean Whit lock’s
alternative plan received 23
out of 453 votes, and was
fourth on the list.
With this contrast, Whit lock’s plan was a blow to:
Dr. Moore, advocate of
the original plan, who calls the
present grading system "a
carrot dangled on a stick."
Dr. John Calm, associate
professor of New College, who
supports C/NC grades in all
his classes.
David Elliot, chairman of
Academic Council, who cattail
conservative.
A.S. Pres. Dennis King.

on behalf of students for CNC.
Student council member,
David Hunt, who said it’s not
in the best interest of
students.
Many others are disappointed.
Split 4-ways
administration’s
The
proposal was adopted over the
faculty, students, and old
council’s position.
In an Academic Council
meeting March 12, Pres
Bunzel read the proposal and
referred it back to council for
more data.
The instruction and
research policy committee,
under the chairmanship of Dr.
Robert Spicher. was assigned
to gather information from
faculty, students, administration and Chancellor.
Gary Levine, a representative from the chancellor’s,
was asked if an A-B-C-NC
system would be acceptable.
He said no.
One week after Pres. Bunzel
addressed the council, the
council of deans, representing
department
chairman.
proposed a grading policy.
This same policy was
adopted almost word for
word, by the instruction and
research committee. The
exceptions were a deletion of a
redundent sentence and it
added a line excluding New
College from the policy.

mass breeding in the past.
"The roads are not

built for

Film series
on women
the Women’s Film," lirst in
a Monday night series sponsored by New College and
Focus on Media, will be shown
tonight at 7:30 p.m. in JC 141.
the program is free.
According to Lori Humbolt,
instructor at New College, the
contemporary film is "a
generalization about women
in society today."
The 45 minute color film.
depicts the feelings of Third
World, working class and low
income women through
problems they face and prejudices they overcome, said
Ms. Humbolt.
According to a New College
spokesman all films used in
this new series, scheduled to
continue through the end of
the semester, will be obtained
through Newsreel, a radical
tilm center in San Francisco.

the Cadillacs of ghetto
mothers." said Ehrlich. "That’s
really where our bag problem
lies."
He emphasized that
abolition ol racism, equal
wealth distribution, and social
justice must be in the forfront
of the system today.
On a more good news note.

Can students play an inrole in the major
representative
and
deliberative power group at
San lose State University?
The answer to this may
change drastically next fall
when a new course, entitled
Introduction to Academic
Government, is offered to candidates who win Academic
Council Posts in the April 25Huencial

26 A.S. election.

The course, Political Science
198, is also open to Spartan
Daily reporters covering the
Academic Council according
to Dr. Theodore Norton who
will instruct the one unit class.
The 60 member council
the
recommends
to
university’s president policies
and procedures governing
personnel,
curriculum,
instruction, student affairs.
fiscal matters grievances.
Standing
Comm
Available
Important standing committees students might consider among rhe numerous
other possibilities are: the
Student Financial Aids Committee, Student Housing Committee, and Student Opinion
Poll Committee.
Dr. Norton said the class
will meet one day per week. It
will survey the basic principles
of
academi,.
government, legal and fiscal
controls,
administrative.
organization. Academic Council procedures and the rolls of
standing committees.
Instructing the class in addition to his 12-unit full

teaching load, Dr. Norton
said he believes the"informal"
course will give the students
some idea what is going on In

the Academic Council and its
committees, loeffectively Use
its rules and procedures."
Attendance required
to

Dr.

Norton,

acting on suggestions made by
Dr. George Moore, Dean of the
School of Applied Sciences
and
Arts
who
originally

Form letters besiege students
From page 1
According to the (Alice of
the Dean of Student Services,
the phrase "that which may be
given by phone" pertains to information of a non -personal
nature. An example might be

"Is that person currently
enrolled at SISU?"
Under "Requests for information such as addresses
and phone numbers, etc." the
states
memorandum
"Ithey)...shall not generally be

Desert trip sign-ups
Tomorrow is the last day to
register for the Death Valley
field studies in natural history
trip. An organizational
meeting will be held that
evening at 7 in IC 141 to
arrange rides.
Dr.
Tom
Harvey,
coordinator of the field trip,

Spar

said there are openings for 30
more students. The trip is
scheduled for April 15-21.
Students will receive one
unit credit for the trip which
will cost each person a total of

$48 for tuition and SIff for
food. About 160 students have

$68,

already enrolled

NAM
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Miley
"Bobber, Bridge," ’1 "no Pm. lb,rine, will be screened in the S.D.
Bellroom el 4:30 and 8:30 per Admission is SI with an A.S. card and$1.50
without.
Ceeraenelleei will have an international
load and dance festive’ in the Women’s
Gym Room 101 at 7 p.m. Admission is
tree end food and drinks will be on sale
for 10 cents.
Mesday C.leena present. "Cul-desac"
in Morris Dailey Auditorium at 3:30 and
/30 per Admission into cants.
rename. Cats will meet in the 5.11.
Pacifica Room at 7:30 p.m.
Leclerc Professor W. Scott Overton of
Oregon State University will speak in
Engineering 132 al 8 p.m.
aeo will meet at
Shale Ken K
2 20 p.m in the omen’s Gs m Room MI.
Pt Signe Alpbs will meet at 1:30 p.m. in
hp 1111 Almaden Room.
Alpha Phi thnese will meet at 7 p.m. in
the S
Pon herr, Room.
’no Wen’s film" a movie shout
group ol wnmen. will be shown Inc 141
al 7-30 p m Admiesion is free.
reweeley
Seal Girl, will hens another practice
session at p m. in PER 275.
Attention Veterenel The V.A van will be
t ernpus near the Engmeering ttuililinn
I rom I to 4 p m. Veterans mey receive in.
I linnet ion about their nghts and
benefits
Matmalegy Depertment presents
lindre 2.ihmuncle . who will discuss
clouds and ice crystals in DM 1115 Si 3 15
Pm
-Kalabaw Bridge" will be shown in the
Sri liallroom at 4:30 and 8,30 p.m. Ad.
millionHSI with an Ali. card and $1.50
without.
Arnhem’ scree. Tour A lilm entitled
’20th Century Wilderness" will be
Ow,in Ni N p m in Morrie Dailey
Aeolininum. Admiemon in 110 cells lor

51811 students end $1.25 for everyone
else.
Poetry Reading by lohn Logan of the
51511 English Department will be held in
the S.11. Calaveras Room at 2:30 p.m.
lee McCann frith Republican Chill will
show a film in the S.U. Lome Pneta Room
Si 3:30 and 730 p.m. Admission is free.
Civilleellan: The Smile of Remon."
film, will be shown in Morris Wiley
Auditortum et 11:30 a.m. end 2:30 end
7.30 p.m.
meats sad the...0.’6.n. will penitent
tal.k play in Home Economics Room 5
e i it .10 e.m
"Wisdom fee= the Err is the topic of a
idlk In he held in the S.II. Almaden Room
di 7.30 p.m.
Watinewley
SMU Concert Cheer will appear in
Concert Hell at 8:15 p.m. Admission is
Iree
Fleetweeell Mac will appear in concert In
the Men’s Gym at 8 p.m. Admission is
50.50 with an A.S. card end 113.150
without. Ttckele available in
the Rosiness (Slice.
SUM Mena Club will meet at 730 p.m
in the S.11 televeras Room
Society for the Adrencement of
Meeaseweet will haves dinner or Lyon’.
Restaurant. 2890 Stevens Creek.
Speeds. Spews will meet in the Student
ArtivIties Office et 130 p.m.
Peruse Amnesty will be held in g: 141
a 7 30 p
Wel VIM Calla Moose will host a
speghelli feed frnm If until it p m All you
on eel for 75 cents.
Ceedletsleg Rehnialle Illetelente will
meet at 1pm in the Student Activities
Heels Bludeala Amu:lanai will meet
et 2pm in the Sri Mantel. Room
Owlets Chrielien Fellowship will meet
al 1 .10 ti in in the S I
.1111,1-111131111K111411

honored when coming from
outside of the College, and
never for commercial
purposes."
Ms. Garcia found a number
of complaints about the deluge
of ’credit card letters’ have
been received.
"If enough people complained, we could bring a
class action suit against the oil
companies, or whoever is suppling the names," said Ms.
Garcia after checking with the
office of Harry Taylor, at-

torney

for

the

Services revealed these two
organs of the university were
oblivious to the solicitation.
"It’s University policy that
all records are confidental,
and for University use only.
The only way they could get it
is if there’s a leak in the Registration Office," stated Don M.
DuShane, Assistant to the
Dean of Student Services.
Clyde B. Brewer, Director of
Admissions and Records said,
"There’s not supposed to be
any access to the registration
liles...however."

Associated

Students.
According to an undisclosed
source, the names and addresses of students at SJSU
can be obtained from voter
registration

rolls,

insurance

companies, present and past
employers, credit and loan

agencies, banks and savingsloan firms and the phone book.
The last source, however, is
the only legal one without the
student’s permission.
A call to the Registrar’s Office and the Office of Student

the country working on
problems and publicizing their
findings.
Ehrlich further said the
international emmmunity now
sees population anti pollution
problems where in I ow years
ago,

there
little
was
recognition of these protdi

New course offered
to student council

According

Possible code violations

as Ehrlich called it, he said the
birth rate is way down in this
country, remaining low even
though there are more women
reaching the reproductive
stages than ever before.
lie also talked of scientists
"coming out of the woodwork’
to challenge polluters of the
environment, and groups over

proposed the lele..,
will require attendance at o
series of lectures and discussions.
Dr. Norton said he hopes to
have the assistance of several
past and present council officers to supplement the
course.
Presently there exists eight
vacancies to elected student
positions on the Academic
Council. In addition there are
the numerous standing committees which have appointed

positions

soil.,

uiring as

.lents.
"I’m inclined to believe that
leaching a small class
wouldn’t impair the course’s
procedures" commented Dr.
Norton, who is presently
chairman of the Curriculum
Committee of the Academic
Council.
Interested Students are requested to contact Dr. Norton
in the Business ’rower, room
559, telephone number 277Many as eti4111 SI

1327

Voting rule
set for A.S.
It

is

A.S.

unconstitutional
officers

to

representatives

to

for

appoint
vote

on

committees in their place, according to A.S. judiciary.
Six members of that body
decided in executive session
Friday

that

"there

are

no

provisions in the constitution
lor any elected A.S. ofticials to
appoint persons to represent
them on committees."
The decision was prompted

Andy
by
A.S.
Treasurer
of
McDonald’s
designation

Nudestam to represent him at certain
Budget Committees meetings
in the past.
graduate student Rolf

The

judiciary also staled,

Act 42. article live
(the Personnel Committee
Act) are there any provisions
for appointments iii committees.

only under

The act states the Personnel
Advisory Committee is responsible for appointments to
certain committees.

We have reasons
to believe our r- Down Products
are the best made.
Give us the chance
to prove it.
-A-. Western Mountaineering
corner of Vine&Auzerais
San Jose, CA. 295-4408
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BALL PEN
ONE OF THE

Assembly bill proposed
to change student fees
From page 1

King believes the benefits of
IRA funding are eventually
distributed to all departments
on campus, not just those
defined under the category of
instructionally related activities.
Mrs. Kaney said Johnson’s
office has received reactions
from students at state colleges
throughout the state. Only two
responses have been in opposition to the bill.

dividuals."
"I have never seen such a
line-up of names before," he
said. "There is not much consistency at all."
The number of co-authors
concerns King. "I don’t know if
they have taken the time to
understand the reasoning
behind the bill" he said
Vasconcellos stated that he
has not yet declared his

mittee on Education meeting
may make a big difference in
his decision. He is very open to
lobbying."
Mrs. Kaney added that if
enough students want mandatory fees continued, they
may appear at the meeting in
Sacramento to voice their

position on the bill. Accoriling

stands

Susie

Lange.

ministrative

his

assistant,

ad"The

testimony he hears at the Com-

by

PAPER MATE

10%

At a March 21 meeting,
members of the SISU student
council voted unanimously to
oppose the bill. The group also
voted to send copies of the
resolution to Johnson, Assemblyman John Vasconcellos,
member of the Committee on
Education, and Assemblyman
Richard Hayden. a co-author
of the bill.
"If SISU students have
voted as a group to oppose the
bill." Mrs. Kaney said, "they
are the first to do so."
Although }Anson Introduced the bill, there are 14
According to
co-authors.
Hayden, the authors of the bill
"are a very mixed group of in-

to

DISCOUNT ON SERVICE AND REPAIRS
ON ALL FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC MODELS

FLAIR
now in 12
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ONLY

STAR MOTORS
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Writes more than
a mile
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Fear of unknown creates uneasiness

Sex discussed openly; talk of death repressed
By SANDY LOEWIUS
Special to the Deily
Huth. unit .opoluttort. and
death
fiats all the farts when you
only 10 brass tacks.
Birth. and copulation. and
lath
I. S. Eliot
sweeney Agonistes 1932
Nowadays it is easy to face
the facts of life. Birth and
discussed
are
copulation
rather freely in many homes.
But what about death? The
tacts of death are unpleasant
and anyone that even men’
buns it is considered morbid
or crazy.
Society goes to great lengths
to deny death. People employ
euphemisms, make the dead
look like they are asleep and
take the children to relatives
because -They’re too young to
know."
The natural process of decay
of the human body has become
as disgusting as the process of
birth and copulation were a
century ago.
There is no law that
prevents entrepreneurs from
making money out of the fear
ot death. Death merchants
advertise and sell at a very
high cost the promise of a possible tile alter years of deep
freeze.

According to Robert Ellis. a
Los Gatos funeral director,
fear of the unknown is what
causes us to be uneasy about
death.
"I think people fear death
because they don’t know what
it is. It’s like going into a dark
cave. People don’t know where
they are or what to do when
they get there." he stated.

Commentary
"Death is a strange thing. No
other animal has a for’
knowledge of its own death
except man. Some people have
a healthy attitude toward
death and some don’t. It
depends if you’re the
superstitious type. Anything
that freaks out your mind isn’t
healthy.- Ellis explained.
However. Dr. Norman Von
Herrenoch und Egger. SISU
psychology
professor,
disagrees with the idea of
man possessing the only foreknowledge of death.
"I don’t think that’s true at
all," he said. "The elephants
and lemurs go to special places
when they know they are
going to die. On the more
instinctive level I would say
animals are more aware of

raid of death aren’t prepared
to die. If people have any faith
they shouldn’t be afraid to

their death

Only too often Aunt Maude
IS not allowed to die. Her eyes
and cheeks are painted up as
they never were before. The
casket is open so friends and
!amity can see Aunt Maude
smile. She never smiled before
an her life but she doesnow;
beatifically.
41
Kent
Adair, owner of the
Adair a Place Funeral Home,
explained, "People who are

in Put.’ 1.,

Rican Studies.
,1, 11,10 LIES
ill II.. I
[Puerto Rican Coalition) in
Santa Clara County, slated he
will be at San lose State
’ni versit y Thursday to talk to
any Puerto Rican student
interested in working toward

According to Pineiro, former
president of La Confederacion
de la Roza Unida, the
(organization is seeking out the
interests and needs of the
Puerto Rican students.

Jorge Pineiro, Coalition’s vice president

said.
The undertaker plays a very
important part in the ile.ith

Experts name hazards
of fast weight loss diet
By 11.1M SATER
What has been this year’s
best-selling hard -cover book
could also be the instigator of
physicalailmentsranging from
kidney failure to heart disease.
The culprit is "Dr. Atkins’
Diet Revolution," according to
a Stanford heart specialist and
two Berkeley nutritionists.
Echoing similar warnings
by the American Medical As-

Pineiro to speak
.1 tlass

"They don’t want to face
reality, and death is reality at
its best." he explained. "Every
Individual reacts to death
differently. The funeral
service is a means of consolation for those left behind.
A funeral should be in keeping
with the way a person lived
and it should be something
uplifting, not drab." Adair

a loved one. He prepares the
dead for viewing and he stages
the funeral ceremony. The
undertaker performs this distasteful work at a cost the
public is willing to bear and in
a manner they demand, thus
the living are really the consumers of the services offered
by him.
The ceremonies of the dead
reaffirm the values of the
living. Despite the recent et’
forts to ridicule those who
process the dead, the
undertaker is obviously an
agent of the community.
Though the undertaker may

Hie coalition is also affiliated with the Western
Regional Puerto Rican Council
of the Bay Area. said Pineiro.
Coalicion de Boricuas, according to the vice-president.
is concerned with developing
awareness in the areas of
involvement,
political
education and economic
development.
the
said
Pineiro
involvement
organization’s
been
has
locally
demonstrating support for Al
Hernandez.
and
john
Garza
candidates for city council. He
added the organization supported County Supervisor Dan
during his
McCorquodale
recent campaign.
Economic development, said
Pineiro. includes raising funds
to purchase a house for the
organization. He said the
coalition has received
donations. and "we expect to
raise $5,000 this year."
Part of this effort, said
Pineiro, is a Puerto Rican
Cultural Awareness program.
May 4. in Hardeman Hall at
Willow and Locust streets in
San lose.
Pineiro said "Los Hijos de
Puerto Rico." will perform, including Puerto Rican dancers
from Hawaii. He said the $4
include
donation would
"Puerto Rican soul food."
The vice-president said
students interested in meeting
him Thursday should go to
Central Library 212 at 3 p.m.
The organization also meets
every Monday at 7:30 p.m. on
Locust and Edwards streets
across from Sacred Heart
Church, he added.

socials’s. Ili, New York
Medical Society and other
medical groups. Bay Area
specialists said this week that
the high calorie, super low carbohydrate diet will not
return the overweight
housewife to the size seven of
her high school formal.
erroneous, "Strictly
retorted nutritionist Dr.
Sheldon Margen to claims by
the book’s author. Dr. Robert
C. Atkins that the road to
sleekness is paved with meat,
butter and eggs.
Margen, chairman of the
Nutrition Department at the
llniversity of California at
Berkeley. spoke at a press
conference sponsored by the
Public
Berkeley -based
Interest Research Center.
He and the other specialists

attacked the meat and eggs
diet for allowing no intake of
carbohydrates such as sugar
and starch.
May Wong, supervising
nurse at SIM) Student Health
Center. said she has seen the
effects of poorly planned diets
"One student passed out,’
said Ms. Wong "because of
some of the dangers of unsupervised dieting, espo., tall%
with the Atkins diet
"Each individual’s physii..0
makeup should be considered,
and each should have a special
diet," Ms. Wong said.
"As with all other diets, the
individual should plan his or.
her food intake with the advice
ol a physician, including
regular checkups," she said.

be disliked, he does mitigate
some of the grief and sorrow at
the time of a loved one’s death,
However, the funeral director can’t do everything and
each bereaved person must do
his own "grief work" before he
can return to a normal life.
Grief work consists of the
emancipation from thoughts
of the deceased. readjustment
to life without the deceased
and the formation of new
social relationships.
One of the main obstacles to
a normal life is the avoidance
of grief expression such as the
person who seems to take
everything in stride and does
not actively mourn the dead
person.
According to Dr. Von
Herronoch und Egger, "Grief
is normal and healthy up to a
point. It becomes deviant
when the person holds on
indefinitely.
"People are angry at
someone when they die
because they are left alone.
This anger is hard to express
and sometimes it turns into
depression."

The undertaker is caught
between two conflicting
interests. First of all he must
soften the reality of death for
the survivors and secondly he
must call attention to the
special services he provides.
He must emphasize the body
if he is to justify his role.
Herein lies the conflict
because in so doing, the
undertaker invites rejection
from a society that wants very
much to repress death.
The fact that most people
believe undertakers charge too
much for their services can be
attributed to a practical
society.
According to statistics.
people pay about twice as
much for a wedding as a
tuneral and then no one complains about the exorbitant
prices of wedding gowns or
catering.
The survivors are often hostile also because of guilt
feelings. The bereaved are
anxious to get rid of the body.
and the funeral and the
undertaker serves as a
constant reminder of ,death.
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Sap Green
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.
well. maybe not a
million, but we do have
all of Winsor 8 Newton’s fine Artists’ Oil
Colors. Everything
from Alizarin Crimson
to Zinc Yellow. We’ve
got Winsor & Newton’s
Water colors too. dozens of ’em. Stop in and
see them all.
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417 So. First St.
SAN JOSE

78 Valley Fair
Son Joie.248-4171
365 Son Antonio Rd.
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Foreign students claim
office ’cold/impersonal’
By STEPHEN MEYER
Foreign students are
unhappy
about
the
"impersonality- of the Foreign
Students Office and having to
loll out "unnecessary" forms.
l’he complaints surfaced at
a recent meeting sponsored by
the Foreign Student Advisory
Commit tee
IFSAC1
and
Intercultural Steering Committee O(.SC). "Tell It Like It
Is" was the theme of the
meeting.
FSAC is a subcommittee of
the Academic Council and
recommends policy to the administration
concerning
foreign students.
ICSC is an Associated
Students organization which
has representatives from the
various foreign student clubs.
Dr. Philip Persky, foreign
student adviser, who was at
the meeting slated many of the
problems voiced may be
related to the Foreign Students
Office staff reduction in June,
1970.
The number of foreign
students at the University has
gone up by 30 per cent since
that date.
(ine student at the meeting
the
Foreign
complained
Students Office was strictly
business and cold. She asked
why receptionists couldn’t
smile. She said a smile would
be an improvement.

Another complaint voiced
by several of the students was
the filling out of a special form
for foreign students during
registration
which
asked
questions like "Would you like
to have dinner in the home of
an American family?" The
students slated they had
answered yes to the question
but were never contacted to
make arrangements to meet an
American family.
The reaction of most of the
loreign students at the
meeting seemed to agree with
the more vocal students’ sentiments.
Dr. Persky, in an interview,
said that from 1965 to 1970 the
Foreign Students Offices were
funded as a separate entity of
the state university budget.
Prior to 1985, and since 1970
the offices of the state system
were either nonexistent. were
"bootlegged" If unds used for
purposes other than what they
were budgeted for) or were
absorbed into counseling offices.
The Foreign Student Office
here. Dr. Persky said, became
part of Counseling and Testing
alter losing its funding. With
the loss of funding, the number
of counselor positions
dropped from two to one and
one-fourth. However the
number of foreign students
attending the university rose

from approximately 830 at the
time of the staff cut to 779 last
tall.
"The problem is we have to
see too many students for the
time allowed." Dr. Persky
said. "As it is, if a student
needs to see someone, he must
come back in two or three
days."
Dr. Persky said the atmosphere is one of doing the
things that must be done with
"little time for social activities
or community programs."
Prior to the staff cut, he said.
"we had a much more intense
liaison with the community."
Half of the time a professional
spent
was primarily for
developing a community
program, he stated. The host
family program was part of
the community program.
Dr. Persky said the host
program is the reason why
foreign students are asked
questions about their desires
to meet American families.
The Community Committee of
International
Students,
a
volunteer organization, will
arrange for a host family
meeting upon request but, he
said, "It is not an active
program now."
Because it’s on a voluntary
basis, the organization does
not have the manpower,
facilities and supplies to keep
the program active, he concluded.

If you think Kodak is just
pretty pictures, you ought to have
your chest examined.
When a chest x-ray shows that you have a potential
killer like TB or cancer, it’s not a pretty picture But it’s an
important picture because it can help the doctor detect and
catch the killer in time.
When doctors are out to catch these potential killers,
they want the sharpest, clearest x-ray films they can get. And
that’s why people at Kodak spend so many hours creating
new and better x-ray film equipment. Already, the results in’

dude convenience for the patient, economy for the hospital,
an even more useful tool for the radiologist and, most important, reduced radiation exposure.
Researching and creating better x-ray films is good
for our business, which is why we went into them in the first
place. But it does our society good, toowhich isn’t a bad
feeling. After all, our business depends on our society so we
care what happens to it.

Kodak

More than a business.
kW.

Nit
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Flashcubes distract

Seats still open
for Fleetwood Mac

Nelson ‘near perfect’
in San Jose concert
Peoplemight have thought it
was picture day at the ball
park the way inst emetic
flashbulbs were flashing at
Rick Nelson’s concert last
Thursday night at the San lose
Civic Auditorium.
Members ol the audience,
including one middle-aged
woman in pigtails. kept
coming up to the space
between stage and the first
row seats throughout the
concert to capture their idol on
him.
It was distracting to those
seated in the rows closest to
the stage; it must have been
even worse for Nelson himself.
Although probably blinded by
the popping flashcubes.
Nelson tolerated it and even
asked the picture-seekers:
"How was that one?"
This, and the fact that the
auditorium was no where near
filled to capacity, were the
only things that marred a
near -perfect concert by
Nelson.
Dressed in black velvet

pants and a white cowboy
shirt with black shoulder
boards, he didn’t look much
different from the days of
"Ozzie and Harriet," except for
his hair hanging over his ears.
Nelson, along with the Stone
Canyon Band, took control
from the start as they opened
with "Gypsy Pilot."
Wasting no time the band
jumped right into the second
number, "Hello Mary Lou.
Goodbye Heart." which the
crowd approved with yells
and applause.
Songs like "Travellin’ Man,"
"I’m Welkin’," and "My Babe,"
showed that Nelson has lost
none of the touch he had 15
years ago when those songs
were top sellers.
Nelson jumped back into the
spotlight a couple of years ago
with sings by Dylan and he
showed why in "just Like A
Woman." He has a voice that
adapts to the mood of Dylan
almost as well as Dylan
himself.
The Stone Canyon Band are

tickets are still on sale tor
the Fleet wood Mat.. Ion
Hiseman Tempest concert
April 11 at 8 p.m. in the Men’s
Gym. ’rickets are $2.50 for
students and $3.50 for the
general public.
Tickets for the show are
available at the A.S. Business
Office, Discount Records in
San lose, San lose Box Office
at Town and Cumin-% X’illage

superb musicians who add
much to Nelson’s new sound.
’Aim Brumley has lobe one of
the finest steel guitar players
in the business. His playing
fits nicely into Nelson’s vocal.
The band ran through a fine
selection of Nelson’s newest
songs. including "Night Time
Lady," "Last Time Around,"
"Easy to be Free." and Chuck
Berry’s "Talkin’ About You."
In these newer songs.
Nelson demonstrated his
musical talent by switching
between electric guitar, acoustic guitar and piano.
He ended with "Honky Tonk
Woman," telling the audience
"this is one of my all time
favorite rock and roll songs."
It is also the one that got him
booed off the stage last year at
Madison Square Gardens.
Returning for an encore.
Nelson smiled and launched
into the song that grew out of
that experience," "Garden
Party." before ending the show
to the audience’s disappointment. They wanted more.

’Crucible’
performed

Ken Blots

The Arts
Dennis GaxIola

Instructor Onishi

performs brilliantly
By WARREN HEIN
For students and faculty
members who don’t yet know
it, San lose State University
has a very talented and
dynamic concert pianist.
Aiko Onishi, associate
professor of music, displayed
a unique and beautiful style at
the keyboard last Thursday
night before a near capacity
crowd in the campus concert
hall.
Miss Onishi, a native of
lapan and professor at SISU
since 1968, opened with
Mozart’s "Sonata in B-flat Major" to get the recital off on a
peaceful and flighty note.
The Sonata’s free, light
allegro was followed by a contrasting yet peaceful andante
cantabile that Miss Onishi

flowed through like a swan.
Her arms took an active and
beautiful part in her
performance, not only because
they controlled her skillful
hands, but because they often
portrayed a ballet dancer’s
image. This was a visual aid to
Miss Onishi’s precise and
delicate key work.
Miss Onishi’s recital of
Franck’s "Prelude Choral et
Fugue" showed her skill at
pin-point fingering. Franck’s
piece showed transitions that
were interesting, ranging from
soft melancholy tones to
violent loud ones.
Toward the end of the
number, a contest seemed to
take place between Miss
Onishi’s fingers and the difficult closing bars.

KKUP attempts to
’open up air waves’
By MIKE MITUIELL
lave you run across a
commercial free FM radio
station playing varieties of
blues, progressive rock. country western, and free speech
messages?
After an off -again, on -again
situation due to recent storms
in the Bay Area, the description once more fits KKUP,
91.5 FM.
"We’re different," said Dana
law station manager and
former San lose State student.
"because we are a community
station trying to open the
airways to the community."
Diane Parnham. public affairs, educational and public
services director of the station
believes the station fills a
definite need.
"Many people think the
airways are closed to them and
what they have to say," she
said. "But it just isn’t snit they
are willing to work for it."
’r he station’s concept
originated with staffers from
the now -defunct KPSR-FM,
which was affiliated with
Pinewoods School. When that
station ceased broadcasting in
1969, the staff decided to form
their own station, long said.
The station is located in a
Cupertino-owned building at
10075 Pasadena and is leased
at $1 a year. After that deal
had been obtained and other
acquisitions made, such as the
antenna site on Mt.
I lmunhum. the station began
broadcasting in May 1972.

Until March 1, Ms. Parnham
had conducted a SjSU
Experimental College class on
"FM Radio Production."
"The first night about 10
people were there," she said.
"the next night, threethen no
one the next."
She had hoped to train
staffers for the all -volunteer
station, but said that few
seemed willing to put forth the
necessary work.
She typified most a the
volunteers coming to the
station as "boss-jocks" more
interested in being station
stars than in being useful.
"Perhaps 10 per cent come in
and just ask what needs to be
done," she said. "I usually
start them at something that
may not seem very important.
"Yet if they’re dedicated and
stay. they generally always
wind up doing something
interesting," she said.
The major problem faced by
KKUP is money. A short age of
funds limits plans of expansion.
KKUP is a subscriber supported station and currently
the membership numbers
between 150 and 175.
lens said the station, which
now broadcasts at 42 watts,
hopes to increase power to 250
watts
and
become
stereophonic.
’rhe broadcast beam covers
the South Bay area and
reaches San Francisco but is
received best in the Monterey
area.

’rhe variation of pieces
performed during the
performance
showed
versatility. One enjoyable
moment came during the
premier performance of campus professor Brent
Heisinger’s "Eklektikos," completed in January of this year.
"Eklektikos" is a Greed
word meaning things gathered
from various sources. Contemporary ideas were certainly
collected in the unique,
interesting, and eerie-sounding composition. At one point
of the work, Miss Onishi was
required to reach her left hand
into the bare piano strings and
play with her right hand. The
din that was created echoed
through the chambers of the
instrument like through a
cave.
Miss Onishi explained later
that "every note has a
meaning, as so much contemporary work does today."
The recital was brought to a
close with Schumann’s
"Carnaval," a composition
that brought Miss Onishi back
for three bows and an encore.

Students needed
to be in movies
Students can participate in a
movie. May 7, at 7:30 p.m. in
the Student Union.
Bernard Gunther, author of
"Sense Relaxation," produced
and directed "Come to Your
Senses," to be shown in the
Student Union.
The film festival is produced
by the National Psychomedia
Center in Los Angeles and will
be presented on Mondays
during the weeks of May 7, 14,
21, and 28.
’rickets to the four-part
series will cost $8 for full time
students. They are available
through the Humanist Community of San lose, 294-5017.

publication. He appears to be
that poor pebble pitted against
the cruel, harsh world. He is a
man ejected from the predes-

!HMI HER WITH

Send

FRESH
FLOWERS

New Donleavy novel
deals with black humor
Aiko Onishi, dynamic concert pianist

For EASTER,
Mother’s Day

I he Crucible," the final
production ol the American
Conservatory Theatre’s 197273 season, will be performed in
the Geary Theatre, 450 Geary
St., San Francisco through the
rest of April.
According to an ACT press
release, the play by Arthur
Miller is "set amid the lunacy
and terror of the Salem witch
hunts in 17th century Puritan
New England."
Performances are scheduled
for 8:30 p.m. this Saturday.
April 13.16 and 17, and at 2:30
and 8:30 p.m. on April 25 and
28.
Admission is $5.90, $6.90, or
$7.90.

Rick Nelson in his Thursday night appearance

but, neser with his ss ii,’. he
By KATHY RESELL
castle becomes a chaotic scene
Special to the Daily
J.P. Donleavy, the Brooklyn- of the weirdest gathering of
monstrous.
born son of Irish parents delightfully
whose lofty country -squire
Clementine is the host who
appearance, complete with must cater to their avaricious
roguish beard and tweed appetites, dangerous hobbies,
jacket, has often sparked the repugnant habits, and im
questioning doubt as to moral activities.
whether this sophisticated
Unlike most Donleavy heros
demeanor could belong to a this one is not acad. Sebastian
man who created such a ribald Dangerfield, The Ginger Man,
character as Sebastian had no conscience, no remorse.
Dangerfield has again George Smith, The Singular
produced a novel that shall Man. had no scruples or honor.
mark him forever as a black Clementine is different, this
humorist.
man has nothing.
Now, with the publication of
Perhaps that is the only
he
has
Eaters,"
Onion
disappointment in this last
"The
again concocted a start tingly funny character, Mr. Clayton
Claw Cleaver Clementine who
is a direct male descendent
from the line of the Clementine’s of the Three Glands.
And as proof of his proud
lineage. Clayton too sports the
distinguishing family feature,
one extra testicle.
Clayton Clementine is a man
dark,
young,
whose
"devilishly sweet" appearance
he
truth
self.
In
belies his inner
is a quiet, frightened man who
would much prefer a brandy in
a discreet cottage to the
excitement of the baroque castle.
He had wanted to die, to
simply lie very still until he
was no longer conscious of the
fact he was lying. But his aunt
would not have it.
She then gave her keys to
her lawyer who then passed
them on to Clementine with
"nature is very good to the
now
aristocracy," and,
Clayton Claw Cleaver
Clementine possessed Charnel
Castle and his life abruptly
changed.
What ensues is a riotous account of Clementine’s feeble
attempts to cope with the castle and its magnetism for the
oddest characters from all
walks of life.
Erconwald. Franz Decibel
Pickle, and George Putlog
Roulette, scientists bearing
drilling equipment, poisonous
snakes, and thermometers.
gages, and tubes all geared to
measure the greatest espousing of semen to the
wildest octaves a voice can
reach, arrive, and slay.
With the addition of other
permanent houseguests: Lead
Kindly Light who enjoys
explosions and having sex
arrayed in a full suit of armor

and tJndergruund Records in
San lose.
Fleetwood Mac began as a
British blues band in 1967, and
have had many personnel
changes since that time, including the new addition of
guitarist Bob Welch. Their
latest album, "Penguin." was
released Iasi weeis.
’Die Jon Hiseman tempest is
also an English rock group,
featuring rw.k iii unimer Ion
I lisernan.
tn., Is .i
i :ohs,

Anywhere In The
U. S. A. At

LOW
DISCOUNT
PRICES!

tination philosophy; without
desire or motivation to change
or prevent the occurrences
about him.

FARRELLS SALOON HOFBRAU

Satisfaction Fully
Guaranteed!
*Premium
Quality, Always!
"Choose From An
Unusual Selection!
Fresh

LUNCH SERVED 11:00Am to 2:00 Pm

Dozen CARNATIONS
As Low As

One Dozen ROSES

Sandwiches to Complete Meals

As Low As
MAKE YOUR SELECTION NOSN
AT

Lunches from $.95 to $1.55
23 N. Market S. J. Ph 792-6576

SPARTAN
BOOKSTORE

,14,16
1.HOUS
srlore

FREE 4 -Channel Records while they last!
4 -Channel Lectures and Demonstrations!
60 Exciting Exhibits of the latest Hi -Fl Components’
FREE Seminars to help you with your Hi-Fi problems!
FREE Sweepstakes Drawing Complete Sounds of Tomorrow
4 -Channel Stereo System (value over $3 000) to the Lucky Winner’
.160
JIMI ill NDRI1 PAT

Iv .

I

111%1

KSJS 90.7 FM RADIO

Regular Admission

R

TWO SHOWS DAILY 4:30 & 8:30 PM
MONDAY APRIL 9 & TUESDAY APRIL 10
IN THE COLLEGE UNION BALLROOM
TICKETS $1 00/ASB CARD $1.50 WITHOUT
PRESENTED BY

S2 50

Pick Up Your SPECIAL DISCOUNT TICKETS at Your Nearest
Hi -A Dealer and SAVE S1.00!
F, ,,ii,

ORCHID Corsage
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Sports
Injuries hamper spikers

in Sacramento Relays
By RAY MORRISON
Some meets are not worth
participating in.
that was the consenous of
members of the San Jose State
University track team who
Sacramento
the
attended
Relays Saturday evening at
Hornet Stadium in Sacramento.

Mis Rua..

Spartan vaulter Frank Rock
severely injured his ankle atter

Injured

clearing

the

bar

In

the

Sacramento Relays.

Warriors take
"C"division title
:nuttle

iIcDt essed

philosopher

0.1111.

gt,od 111111g,

must come loan end."
For the B.O.R.T. intramural basketball team its "good things"
ended Thursday night in Spartan Gym 63-35 at the hands of the
Warriors. With the victory the Worriers captured the "C"
division intramural championship.
BURT. breezed through the regular season unbeatedn and
easily defeated the Warriors 53-43 in a regular season meeting.
But Thursday night was a confrontation of a different sort.
Pat Keoplin with 18 points. George Mello 15, Tom Sukup 14.
and Larry Orlando with 12 paced the balanced Warrior attack.
In other intramural playoff action the Hatchet Men ambushed
the Wild Bunch 51-32 in a -13" Division semi-final playoff game.
Mark Carroll, hitting consistently on 20 foot jump shots, led the
Hatchet Men with 21 points. Sam Piraro added 15 for the
winners.
For the second time in a week, the Crispy Critters defeated the
Nubs 51-43, after a protest by the Nubs was upheld, necessitating the rematch.
Dave Paul topped the Critters scoring with 17 points and
added numerous key rebounds.
Frank Dignam totaled 16 points for the losers .

ANNOUNCEMENTS
SHAKLSIE
ECOLOGICALLY SOUND
SINCE MIS
Food Supplements (Instant Protein.
Vita C. Vita E. Calcium etc i
Home Cleaners (Basic H. L. etc
Beauty Aids (Proteinized Shampoo etc I
John & Mary 8505005 297-3868
LOVE YOUR MOSS
With SHAKLEE you are your own boss
No Quotas
No Risks
No Pressure
Our incentives are ample
Every distributor has different goals 6
different approaches The fact that our
natural products really are hie lineal is
reflected in our
UNPRECEDENTED Sales Growth
These figura will
BLOW YOUR MIND
Phan make comparisons
We will ash you 10 00 little research
before we let you epOntior in
JOHN & MARY
408 Si) 5th 82
297-3668
GUYS AND GALIN
Join a college-sge BALLET class at
Eurrazia School or Ballet Basic Moline
sue for beginning dancers Small
classes-individual attention Beverly
Eufrazis Grant, Director 241-1300
GOT A PROBLEM OR A QUESTION?
Campus SOS can help Call the Spartan
Gaily afternoons she 2 pm 277-3161
00 YOU like A S programs hers on campus, if not. don’t Bitch apply for the
program board Apply in the A S office
.FREE MOVING BOXES & WOOD
PALLETS
Gounesy 01
BODEGA ESPANA
Wines 6 Wine Making
1040 N 4th
NATURAL F000 STORE PRESENTS
SPROUT & AVOCADO SANDWICHES
35e. also MANY OTHER TYPES
SANDWICHES
Also MASSAGE
WHIRLPOOL & STEAMBATH by appt
tre East San Salvador St
HAY 22222 ’Mar Apr May?) In tat 12
cleel Of YOur SeelSOn. get frse pals and
61622 for drug Study 148151 321-4412
FLIETWOOD MAC TICKETS on sale
now in tha A SSO April 11.8p rn men’s
gym One Show only-2.400 mete 8280
students CIA S Card $350 general
MONDAY CINEMA "CUL-OE-SAC" DM.
By POLANSKI APRIL 9 3 Xi & 7:30PM.
MD. AUDITORIUM 504
SINGLE ADULTS-NEED FRIONDS,
Fellowship 6 Bible study Sundayag am si
the 1360-Sweden Restoursm 1310
Auzerels veer Sean off Meridian
ALPHA PHI SPAGHETTI FEED SUNDAY
AM. S,4.7 sew ALL SPAGHETTI, PIZZA,
SALAD YOU CAN EAT. SI 2103 1011;91

AUTOMOTIVE

’62 VV/ REBUILT engine. NEW tires Best
offer 293-1887 Or 277-3446
1311 TR-250 ’61 VW Camper 620S 9th 027
or leave note. 130 289 Bldg 0 (New
College.)
FOR SALE: Honda 250. Excellent, 0200
926-0413.
MARRIED COUPLE wanted to mimeo,
opts 8 laundrette Must be capable of
maintenance work 297-4900
IS PONT. LE MANS 32S, Hurst 4-speed
New brakes, water pump 8 bming gear
5650 277-8822 or 296-5865.
STUDENT CAR INSURANCE
No Student Refused
UP TO 25% DISCOUNT FOR 3.00PA OR
NON-SMOKERS
Monthly Payments available
948-0223 days 241-8973 eves
66 OLDS DYNAMIC Auto trans R 6 H.4
Or new fires. Good mechanical cond. call
Rod 248-4961
67 OPEL WAGON ant cona engone like
new Complete tape set-up 5750 ALSO.
54 YAMAHA 350cc like new $3135 Call
verroan 295-9373 215 S 12th St 44.
’61 VY/, New tires. rebuilt engine runs
great. 256-3339
’69 SIMCA 4 door, good tires. R & H.
reunning seats. 36.000mi . best offer Call
469-9767 aft 6 AM lot Celley
124 FIAT SPORT COUPE. 59 5 speed
Excellent condition, good tires, 73 tags
Coil 214-7388, Ash 51.415. Mika offer ’67
IjATSUN Good shape Reliable $600
Cali Rita 275-9018
’70 VW IMO, Excellent Condition. New
tires 22.500 mess Extras-$1400 2533593
PONTIAC’S? TBMPEST 4 dl. AT. R &H.
PS. Excel Mach cond. body with slight
dents. $5000 mi. leaving town, must sell.
OM Call 732-9921
’84 VW Mechanic. special $150 2897880

MR SIM
A MILLION USED BOOKS paperbacks
In once, and magazines Neat old
bookstor, largest in Santa Clara Valley
since 1929 Woodruff & triusn Twice
Read Boots, 131 E San Fernando Mem
2101 3rd, 1030-5 30 10% off withthiSild
1117 IS FT. SAILSOAT, Osysears. 4 HP
0/5 IlgMa. laCketa trailer 11150 Ph
266-9172
THE LOST ILIA
. 50 variety
eh0011-1940 S 1st St Pro 213-2323
Open Wed thru Sun 6-4 30 & 6-530
Free parking & admission Thousands of
useful items antiques & collectable*
SKIS 8 BOOTS-Heed Standard 200cm
wobindinga MSS teethe buckle boots
sue i-$10 Ion camere mu 277-6233
GUITARS & AMPLIFIERSH
ACOUSTIC & ELECTRIC -new B used
All at discount prices
Guitar showcase
2910 S Bascom 377-5864

The only major thing that
the SISU weightmen and
iumpers accomplished was the
several of the performers were
iniured because of poor track
conditions.
Junior transfer Jack Van
Kirk highlighted the seven
hour event as the leaped 15-6
to capture the pole vaulting
event. He narrowly missed his
next three tries at 16-1.
l’he other Iwo Spartan
vaulters Frank Rock and Russ
Royal had to pull out of action
early in the contest as Rock
suffered a bruised ankle while
Royal pulled a hamstring.
"The vaulting conditions
were incredibly poor," said the
injured Rock. "The pit was so
thin that you could feel the
ground every time you landed.
Also, the way the discus was
set up. when we were trying to
concentrate on our jump. a discus would land in front of us
on the runway."
Assistant Spartan coach
Jon Ziles agreed with Rock’s
,aluation. "It was a poor
.cuse for a meet," Ziles Said.
officials
were
f he
inexperienced and When the
vaulters were running down
the runway they had to avoid
discus markers that were set
there."
High jumper Bill Crawford
placed first in the high jump
tor his fourth consecutive win
this season. Teammate Greg
finning finished close behind
at 6-4.

Dave Gerardi heaved the
shot put 54-0 112 to increase
his life-time best by a tool to
place third behind Olympian
Al Fuerbach (70-2) and former
S ISU great Greg Born )59-7 I.
The SjSU spikers are now
preparing for their next meet
as they face the Big-Eight InNebraska
door Champion
April 17.

1.50 PATCHES
BLACKUTE PO
7506 UP. INCENSE 25-296. PIPES $1.03
UP, RADIOS $3.95 6 UP. LEATHER
GOODS, BINOCULARS $22.00 & UP.
BLACKLI 7E. COMPLETE. 19" $11.95. 1’
$22.95 STROBE LIGHTS 617.95, GAS
GLO BULB 53.95. INDIA PRINTS, FISH
NETTING 61.98 & UP T-SHIRTS UM
EACH BROOKS 80 E San Fernando. 1
tilk from SJSU. Phone 292-0409.
ARTISTS & CRAFTSMEN needed to sell
wares at Mini Renaissance Fairs, Sunday,
April let Into. Call Rudi Leonard’ 2773202.
IF YOU LIKE SOOKS. you’ll love
RECYCLE, a different used bookstore.
Recent paperbacks at h price Best Sci-Fl
selection in Bay Area Records. too. We
have the boos, you want 8 need A best
moss in town Yee we buy & tredebooks
& records RECYCLE 23550 ’at St 286
6275
SAVE TOM AD’ Before you purchase
costly stereo equip, retail cheek w/us for
discount prices to SJS students (on all
your needs). We guarantee Ills lowest
prebee in the Bay RIM On such nano as
Sinful. Pioneer. Ms:4mM Tem. Dual.
etc. Call us for weekly iodate tool 2925093 or 252-2029.
SHREDDED FOAM RUDDIER
404 PER POUND
ANY AMOUNT, Pit. 11934584
FOREIGN LANGUAGE COURSES
German French A Russian records and
books for sale Reasonable Cali 2973890
VW TOSS. 4 16b- lb Continentals
mounted and Nuanced. All brand new,
Best offer 2469596 evenings

Diamondmen win two, but

Title hopes fading fast
By JOHN B. MAI-Mk:WS
Sports Editor
Juggling the line-up to get
hitting, coach
maximum
the
Gene Menges’ varsity baseball
club rebounded somewhat
from last weekend’s disaster
in Long Beach to defeat the
visiting UC-Sonta Barbara
Gauchos in two of three games
over the weekend.
But the defeat, coming in the
second game of the twinbill on
Saturday could have ended the
title hopes tor the Spartans,
which were, at best, remote.
The three decisions leaves
SISU with a ’3-5 mark. League
leading Los Angeles State
University is 5-1.
Friday night, sophomore
Jeff Gingrich blasted a two run
double and hurled a strong
eight hitter as the Spartans
dumped the Gauchos. 5-3.
Saturday, his teammates
exploded for three runs in the
bottom of the eighth to erase a
6-4 deficit and edge the
Gauchos, 7-6. in the lirst Koine
ol the doubleheader.
But VC -Santa Barbara
(hander Larry Hold.
bringing a non-commital 1-1
record into the second contest,
hurled an impressive three hit
shutout and the Gauchos won
their first game in six attempts
in PCAA play, 5-0.
"That’s the one we really
needed.moaned
coach
Menges alter his club was
stopped by Hold. "We just
didn’t get the pitching in the
second game."
Starter Kris Sorenson was
in trouble in each of the live innings he started. finally giving
way to Tim Cunningham alter
he gave up a walk and a double
with only one out. Cunningham. the winning pitcher
n the t irst game. loaded the

runs.
the

Spartans do not resume
PCAA play until after Easter
vacation. However, they do
have two games this week.
playing host to Stanford
tomorrow’ and 1,1SE Wednesday. Game time for both
contests is 2:30 p.m.

POWDERTWIST
A whole new twist
in automatic
eye shadow.
-4P1kliZ*;%

1

If you otter: Imagination. Competitive spirit,

"IWell,141t i

We
L’owaer ; w.st is nere, It s tne first truly auto
matic powder eye shadow. Just twist twice
and exactly enough soft color is pre measured onto the little Pillow Wand. Then
apply. It goes on smoothly. evenly. And
each Powder -Twist case holds hundreds of
applications. Try gentle Green. Brown. Blue
Then highlight with Frosty Pink. Frosty Lilac. or
Frosty White. Powder -Twist is the eye shadow
of the future Make it yours today.

Determination, Initiative, and Sales interest
this could be the future for you
Career Planning and Placement Center
Building 0 room 3.

’CRAFT FAIR’
APRIL 14TH & 15TH
PALO ALTO HIGH SCHOOL
Embarcadero 8 El Camino
Presented by Hidden House
T& C Village-P A. 321-4145
’CRAFTSMEN WANTED’
AGENTS. Earthy, natural clothes from
California. Men and women. Good commission. Send 250 for Dealer’s catalogue,
roe Earthworks. PO. Box 8244, Long
Peach. CA 90808,
SOCIAL DIRECTORS: KJ. apt. complex
needs hostesses to show sosnmsnisancl
organize pool parties dreskends only)
Attractive: 21-25 Salary is free rent Call
775-6300 for onterview.

HOUSING
SAN AAAAAA DO HOUSE-Great atrnosphare linen & maid service. color
T y Kitchen prov . tile showers. parking
Center of activity 237 E. San Fernando
$69 to 5e9/m 298-9504 or 2034345.
UNIVERSITY CLUB-Co-ed. Beautiful
noodle. fireplace. grand piano, color T.V.,
recreation room, kit, pot mold & linens.
parking. courtyard includes Continental
Breakfast From $79/mo. 202 Se 11th
293-7374
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE/at Across
street from compus furnish. or unfum.
Faculty preferred Call 354-4363,
8100
Large studio, sop study room.
Heated pools. furs Iv/carpets
5 mmn. from campus
secluded
297-1200

LARGE 5 SWIM APT, lust painted Brand
new Couch W 0 pd Summer rata
availed* Rent SI 56/rno Primp pet, ok
293-7798

STEREO SYSTEMS Coal plus 10%. Mott
maim brands Call Ken Torres at 2969795.

ONE LARGE NOM APT. New shag
rugs. Water A garbage pd. AvelMble now.
Call 293-7796 751 S. 2nd St. 64.

14 VOL. Encyclopedia never used $50 9
AM-5 PM Weekdays Bill 294-9131

SUNNY STUDIO. nicely furnished bdrm.
convenient to SJSU 11110 Also 1 bdrm.
$135 or 2 Mon $155 Pool 996-2416 or
321-6573

$E Pleur Mate brad Student Who is
knowledgeable and convervant about
wines and wore ’,Wong Call Warn ONLY
On MN* cleys 268-7631

Meech’.
The loss
1,11 ked onto
reliever Mike Patterson of the
Gauchos who picked up for
starter Marshall Gates.
Johnston enjoyed the best
day at the plate for either team
with three hits in four
appearances. ilrb tog ill hire

41flew Maybelline

on Tuesday April 10 from 9:00 to completion.

FOR SALE I 2nd row Gen. Orch Ticket
-Two Gentlemen of Verona" Sat Eve Apr
7 $9.50 Call Mike 277-6667. late pm. early
am

DEMONSTRATORS
RuBBERMAiD PARTY PLAN
NO INVESTMENT
NO COLLECTING
NO DELIVERIES
FOR CONFIDENTIAL INTERVIEW CALL
WAN 0*
HAMMOND. DISTRICT MANAGER 405.
360-9227

Junior Dan Mays. one of the
players that Menges hoped
would produce some offensive
punch to the Spartan attack,
singled and doubled to lead the
hitters.
The first game Saturday
was the must exciting of the
three for the several hundred
sunlovers basking under
brilliant skies at Municipal
Stadium.
The Spartans led 2-0 in the
fourth. trailed 3-2 in the fifth.
led again 4-3 in the sixth.
trailed again in the seventh, 54 and. 6-4 in the top of the
eighth.
Mark Kettman lead off the
bottom of the eighth was a
solid base hit to left. Bill
Hiegel followed with a
grounder up the middle.
Kettman racing to second.
Lettlielder Jim Johnston,
playing left tor the first time
all year. dropped a perfect
bunt down the third base line.
l’he Gaucho third sacker,
Tony Torres, playing back to
protect his base, charged the
ball and threw wildly to first.

Will be holding employment interviews

ATTRACTIVE, LARGE. CORNER room
in quiet home ideal for study Parking,
kitchen prin. near campus Serious
mature man 575/ma 288-9154

OTIS ELEVATOR CO; is recriaing 4/673
for sales engrg trainee, majors My
BS/ME. MBA W/BS /ME, EE Recruiter S.
Julian Smith Mgr 2963686

Johnston easily beat the errant
throw and Kettman and Hiegel
scored as the ball rolled down
the right field line.
Johnston
was
then
sacrificed to second and
scored on a two-out, two strike clutch single to right off
the bat of pinch hitter Steve

ITEK CORPORATION
BUSINESS PRODUCTS DIVISION

FABULOUS panoramic view of city
bay 3 br 2 ba on almost oc. Tile AEK
w-big panelled fam, rm.. wet bar TIM entry. air cond . ww opts. drps., soft water,
etc $40.950 Owner 272-0133,

HELP WANTED

base on balls and
then struck out Gaucho catcher Dave Kuehn and got the
second baseman to pop to
shortstop Rob Brassea to end
the inning.
However, the Spartans were
already down 2-0.
Cunningham gave way to a
pinch hitter and his reliever.
Steve Hinkley was shelled for
three more runs in the seventh
to put the game away.
Friday night, Gingrich
threw 135 pitches in recording
fits first PCAA victory against
a single defeat. It was his first
mound appearance since his
20 inning at fair in Long Beach
last weekenil that ended tied,
oases on a

FREE RENT. One months Free Rent to
Students with 6 months rents! agreement
Minutes from campus adult and family
sections. Smell pea recreetton facillttas
2 bdrrn 2 torn from $175 Unfurnished
from 5196 furnished 3 bdrrn spts also
available Willow Glen West. Call 2661474.
ROOMS FOR MEN from $4010 50/month
5250015 15th Street 217-3344
LA DONNA APTS.
; bedroom apt. turn $130 unfurn $120
yew new carpets Quite atrnolphirre neer
the campus 3555 4155? Call Ben 2515E053 Or John 366-5706
SUMP-LARGE 1 beam apts ft/reeled.
carpeting $136 Summer rates $115 439
S 411-1 St Call 998-8619

FROM 11411/140. New rooms across ths
campus. Klt. prov , util pd. Men at 99 S.
9th: women 278 S. 10th St. Many extras
that must bosom Open daily for Immohon. Cell 296-8514. 296-6626 or 2979555.
DELUXE FURN. apt for rent $130/mo. 4
bike from campus Quiet See manager
Apt 53 165 E Reed St SJ
NO AND UP, nice comfortable. Mist
rooms downtown. kit prey.. 2963910. 166
N 5th St.
IVEY HALL, room with kitchen. clean,
quiet. ammo from adminieratIon
building, 294-6472. 253-1162. 2969914.
FOR RENT; 2 bedroom furnished
apartment, 8150, 533 South 10M Street
Call 272-0296.
ROOM FOR RENT in lo. house
MO/month. Call 215-1119. 463 East St.
John 1180/Surnmer,
LARGE 1 A 2 Ulm apt* Summer rates
Ming,
$80/$120. Quiet Indry.
CLEAN, 538 S. 8th St. 295-7694
HOUSE, 3 Eldrm. 2 bath. garage, patio,
and lots of parking 811 S 10th $285/mo..
$250 in summer. Phone 295-5289.
FOR RENT: Furnished room with kitchen
pnv In East S J. Ressonabie-No util
964-4505 days or 259-7301 eves Betty.

LARGE 4 BEDROOM APT. Good

The finest in

no contract
RENT A TV OR
free del Free service Call Esche4 2512596.

BE A FRIEND to hendicapped man Live
free in attractive room. Girls over 18
please call 298-2308 att. 5.

TYPING -IBM
Selectric-Thesis,
report. general typing, letters. etc
aassoristas rates 263-6895

POETRY WANTED for anthology Inthroe stamped envelope. Contemporary
Literature Press, 311 California Street
Suite 412, Son Francisco 94104.

FOR PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL
CALL REGISTERED ELECTROLOGIST
AT MI S. Santa Owes SL 294-4410.
TYPING-Reasonable. experienced end
fast IBM Selectroc Call Helen 283-2739
NEW’ OPENING Apr 2. LIT Angela
Nursery School. Open 830 a.m. to 6:30
p.m. Morning-shanoon ’melons als0
avellable. 7305 2nd St. Enroll your child
nowt Call Betty Lowe 293-6830.
9111DAL FAIR PHOTOGRAPHY
HIGH quality wedding photography for
LOWEST Bay Area rates MB includes
gold & white album. 60 color prints of
your choice, full set of slides BRIDE
KEEPS ALL NEGATIVES-Extra full
color 8 X 10’s 51 25 each Staff of 20
photographers Make an appointment to
see our samples -then decide Open
every evening until 10 pm For FREE
&IWO Packet call 257-3161
STUDENT TYPING
EXPERIENCED CALL 295-3134
Near Meridian & Koch Lane
WRITING AND RESEARCH assistance
Typing, editing (grad & under) Also
Everything for Everybody 379-6018

’melon 5166 496 North 2nd Street. call
294-8580 or 296-5065.

DRUG-ID
Anonymous Analysis
(415) 965-1158

LARGE 2 II 3 Bedroom Furnished Apts..
modem, air cond. clean, 615S 11th, Call
275-1974.
RENTERIA’S BOARDING HOME.
Rooms for Rent for girl students Clean,
modern rooms all furnished. and we do
the laundry Brainchild, lunch and dinner
included and transportation if needed
Call 251-8764.
VERY QUIET APTS.
Lg. room -1 br furnished.
w w cerpete Recreation room
Swim pool 5130mo
suns fith St San Jose, Calif
251-4917
111. DORADO APTS.
Huge 1 Bedroom Apt, see to appreciate
carpets, drapes beautiful wallpaper in
kitchen. 5 min from campus, 290-3635
LOW SUMMER RATES-INCREASED
SECURITY
pk.
2 A 3 Bedroom 2 bath-pool off
Akk wood paneling-snag opts 470 S
1110 St Ph 2074590

SERVICES
TYPING in my North side home
reasoned* 80,1.12011cm guorontsed
263-2739
_
EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST
femur it Reports Dissertations
Marianne Tomberg - 1924 Marna
Telephone 371-0396 Son Jose
TYPING, EDITING. FAST. ACCURATE,
IBM SELECTRIC, FORMER ENGLISH
TEACHER CALL 244-8444 AFTER 630
MARY BRYNER

eye f make.up, yet sensibly priced

TYPING
80 North 3rd St Apt *623
267-4355
TYPIST-FAST, Accurate Can editMaster’s etc Near SJSU Mrs Aleutian
2964104.
TYPING-term papers, etc. experienced
and fast Phone 2068674
PASSPORTS-I, D. PHOTOS
4 for 113.50. One day service Sam -3 pm
Sell 6 a.m, to noon TINKERBELL
STUDIO 1040 The Alsrneda SJ Coll am-

ain.
IF YOU’RE ENGAGED...
NATURE HAS A GIFT FOR YOU
Natures taking part In Making Our WM of
Wedding Invitations and Accessories the
most cresilye and personalized over
Colorful. flowery proclamations Rich,
original nsture-pholography invitations
Even the creamy. clsosic traditions’s
TOWN I COUNTRY DUPLICATING has
huge selection of truly Original ’CCUsonde and announcantenta to Ch0Cree
from with a very special gift offer to any
,,ttSJ student with this ad
TOWN I COUNTRY DUPLICATING
10321 S Saretoge Sunnyvale Rd
Cupertino. Cant 95014
Phone 253-1131

DONATE ON A REGULAR BLOOD
plasma program find receive up to
540/monthly. Bring student 10 or this ad
and receive a bonus with your first
donation HYLAND DONOR CENTER. 35
S Almaden Ave.. San Jose, CA 29443535
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 7103 forn.
NATURAL Wedding Photography looks
like people feet. Warm. Real. Like people
in love Petersen A Bishop Photography
Wedding
Los Gatos. 354-2513.
photography for people who care.
FUTURE CPA’S Learn how to prepare for
the CPA exam BECKER CPA REVIEW
COURSE Call collect 415-781-4398 2518448
GOD is one. Man is one, All religions are
one, 3 reasons to investigate the BAHA1
FAITH. Thur. 8 pm Montalvo Rm. &U.
CSU/SJ people for PHIL HAMMERSchool Board Election Apr 17, John
Gem, Rex Burbank, James Watson,
Nernst & H Skapnsky. Nene’ Rinn, Mirn
Bloom, Terry Christensen, Sybil Well,
WE HOPE YOU’RE VOTING FOR HIM
TOO!
HAPPY BIPITHDAY MERRYL
LOVE GARY

TRANSPORTATION
CHARTER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE
I.:neater Flights International cal! Cam.
pus Rep France Morales 288-1196
EUROPE - ISRAEL - AFRICA
Student flights Student camping tours
throughout Europe. Aussie and Mexico.
Official SOFA agent for inter-European
student charter flights. including Middle
East. and Far East CONTACT ISCA
11667 San Vicente Blvd 04 L.A Calif.
90049 TEL. 12131 525-5660. 826-0965.
CHARM FUGHTS. Complete domestic-international programs Canted
Barbara. Student Services Weal, Inc. 236
E Santa Clara. 0710 287-8301

CHARTER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE
12 evadable flight schedules between
June & Sept to Germany, Amsterdam.
England. etc Fares start at $159 For
flight into call Richard 274-4813
EASTER CH

FUGHTS TO NEW
YORK
Leaving San Francisco on 4/14, returning
San Francisco on 4/22. 1 way 899 round
trip $198 incl. tax. Also Minneapolis 857
each way For flight infix. contact
Richard 274-4613,
FLYING SOON? Well "It Pays To Be
Young With TWA" Your TWA Campus
Representative Bill Crawford 1225-72621
can help you make your GETAWAY Fly
at 1/3 off with TWA Youth passport Stake
up to 24 months to pay with a FREE
GETAWAY CREDIT CARD Call 2257262 for information after 600 2984800
for reservations or your local travel agent
EASTER CHARTER FUGHTS TO
MEXICO
9 DAYS. - NIGHTS, INCL. ROUND TRIP
AIR-FAIR. HOTEL ALL TRANSFERS
PLUS EXTRAS.
AcepulC0-$2041
Puerta Vallarta-5229
For info contact Richard 274-4613 (after
5pm.
RUSSIA-SCANDINAVIA. $ week, 4357
inclusive London departures Small
international group camping travel Ages
18-30 Also Europe. Africa. India: 3-11
elks Write, Whole Earth Travel Ltd Box
1497. K.0 Mo. 64141.
15TH ANNUAL JET FLIGHTS
EUROPE FROM $239 ROUND-TRIP
JAPAN FROM $359 ROUND-TRIP
CALL FLIGHT CHAIRMAN
191131 451-7905
1466 52nd St Sacramento, CA 95819
SUMMER CHARTER FLIGHTS
TO EUROPE
Date Destination Aldine Price
La Ju 18 Oak to Frankfurt ONA 5279
Het July 4 Brussels to Oak DC-to
Lo Ju 19001( to Arneterdam ONA $279
Het. July 25 Frankfurt to Oak. DC-10
La July 5 Oak to London ONA $279
Het Aug. 8 Amaterdemto Oak. DC-10
Lir July 22 Oak to Frankfurt ONA 5279
Ret Aug 22 Zurich to Oak DC-10
i plus many other flights) One way flight.
4159 For further !fight info contact
Flichard 274-41313

LOST & FOUND
LOST:Girls silver tomes watch Nes,
health bldg Sentiments! value Reward
!’s!, Diane 293-9898

FIND WHAT YOU NEED
IN THE SPARTAN DAILY

PERSONALS
DESPERATELY need a copy of the tem.
11101/5 Spatial Economic Theory written
by Dean Leahy 5 McKee Will buy or
rent Call Doris 225-1380 Leave mes
UN@

CLASSIFIED ADS

